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Exposing the highly dysfunctional cult leader osho rajneesh, based on reports and assessments by christopher
calder, james gordon, and othersDate setters, making irresponsible predictions! misleading the ignorant
masses for higher tv ratings and book sales! an untold number of people have tried to predict the lord's return
by using elaborate time tables.Allah: who is he? where did he come from? is he the god of the bible? any wise
enemy is better than an ignorant friend. visit other pages:As their interpretations of the bible developed,
witness publications decreed that saluting national flags is a form of idolatry, which led to a new outbreak of
mob violence and government opposition in the united states, canada, germany, and other countries.
worldwide membership of jehovah's witnesses reached 113,624 in 5,323 congregations by the time of
rutherford's death in january 1942.Seeds, soil & fruit by sandy simpson. this dvd is a message based on this
article.. bad seeds from a bad tree yield bad fruit. matt. 13:38-39 the field is the world, and the good seed
stands for the sons of the kingdom.Advocates claim the teaching is a “grace revolution” while critics see it as
merely a fresh spin given to the rebellious, ancient heresy of antinomianism.Cult definition: what is a cult? do
you know the definition of a cult? in other words, what is a cult? sometimes it seems that question has as many
answers as there are, well, cults.
Index of cults and religions. by the staff of watchman fellowship, inc. introduction. this index contains brief
definitions, descriptions or cross references on over 1,200 religious organizations and beliefs, as well as world
religions (including christianity) and related doctrines.The latter day saint movement (also called the lds
movement, lds restorationist movement, or smith–rigdon movement) is the collection of independent church
groups that trace their origins to a christian primitivist movement founded by joseph smith in the late 1820s.
collectively, these churches have over 16 million members. the vast majority of adherents—about
98%—belong to the church of What: the seventh-day adventist church is the largest denomination of
adventisme latter is a christian sect started in the 19th century in the usa by william miller, a baptist lay
preacher whose followers were referred to as millerites.. in 1833 miller started telling people he believed that
the ‘second advent‘ (also known as the ‘second coming’) of jesus christ would occur some
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